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1. The Cold War conflict progression and curve of tension began to slide toward a 
logical beginning of the end of the _____.

     	      peace war

     	      hot war

     	      third cold war

     	--->> Cold War

2. The commencement of the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) also known as Star 
Wars began in ____.

     	--->> 1983

     	      1980

     	      1970

     	      1945

3. The United States political system favoured capitalism and _____ culture.

     	      sate

     	      unity

     	--->> democratic

     	      one party state

4. The traditionalist were the early writer and commentator in the mid 1945 and 1950, 
otherwise known also as the ______.

     	--->> orthodox approach.

     	      cathilic approach.

     	      modern approach.

     	      social approach.

5. The peaceful end of the Cold War depicts that great power rivalry may not ultimately 
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result to ______.

     	      hot war

     	--->> armed conflict

     	      social conflict

     	      political conflict

6. In the 1990s, Russia suffered an _____ downturn more severe than the U.S.

     	      party

     	      social

     	      power

     	--->> economic

7. The Cold War is a competition between the United States and Soviet Union for____ 
leadership.

     	      power

     	      economic

     	--->> hegemonic

     	      political conflict

8. The Soviet Union represents communism and a political culture they emphasizes 
_____.

     	      traditional

     	--->> absolutism

     	      religion

     	      power

9. The Cold War was a manifestation of tension as a result of several overwhelming 
factors which can be classifies as _____, economic and political difference

     	      power

     	--->> ideological
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     	      military

     	      star war

10. The post revisionist school of thought was a marked departure from the 
traditionalist and _____ points view.

     	      realist

     	      idealist

     	--->> revisionist

     	      socialist
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